How to make a mature accreting magnetar
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ABSTRACT

Several candidates for accreting magnetars have been proposed recently by different authors. Existence of such systems contradicts the standard magnetic field decay scenario where a large magnetic field of a neutron star reaches \( \lesssim 10^{13} \) G at ages \( \gtrsim 1 \) Myr. Among other sources, the high-mass X-ray binary 4U 0114+65 seems to have a strong magnetic field around \( 10^{14} \) G. We develop a new Bayesian estimate for the kinematic age and demonstrate that 4U 0114+65 has kinematic age 2.4–5 Myr (95 per cent credential interval) since the formation of the neutron star. We discuss which conditions are necessary to explain the potential existence of magnetars in accreting high-mass binaries with ages about few Myr and larger. Three necessary ingredients are: the Hall attractor to prevent rapid decay of dipolar field, relatively rapid cooling of the crust in order to avoid Ohmic decay due to phonons, and finally, low values of the parameter \( Q \) to obtain long Ohmic time-scale due to impurities. If age and magnetic field estimates for proposed accreting magnetars are correct, then these systems set the strongest limit on the crust impurity for a selected sample of neutron stars and provide evidence in favour of the Hall attractor.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There are hundreds of known X-ray binaries with accreting neutron stars (NSs) in the Milky Way as well as in near-by galaxies (Sarazin et al. 2003; Fabbiano 2006; Liu, van Paradijs & van den Heuvel 2006, 2007). In some cases, it is possible to measure magnetic fields of compact objects directly observing electron (or proton) cyclotron lines (see Revnivtsev & Mereghetti 2015, and references therein): \( (E_{\text{cycl,c}}/\text{keV}) = 12(B/10^{12} \text{G})(1 + z)^{-1} \), where \( B \) is the magnetic field, and \( z \) is gravitational redshift at the line formation region. Typically, measured fields are in the range \( 10^{11}–10^{13} \) G (which is also determined by the energy range available for observational facilities, i.e. much smaller or larger fields correspond to lines out of the range of sensitivity of X-ray spectrometers \( \sim 1–100 \text{keV} \)). However, for majority of NSs, the magnetic field can be estimated only with indirect methods based on timing measurements (see Appendix B and, for example, Shi, Zhang & Li 2015; D’Angelo 2017, and references therein). Among the latter cases, there are a few NSs for which estimates argue for magnetar scale fields \( \gtrsim 10^{13} \) G (Doroshenko et al. 2010; Fu & Li 2012; Reig, Torrejón & Blay 2012; Ho et al. 2014). Such NSs have been called accreting magnetars (see Appendix A for a list of candidates). Meanwhile, alternative approaches, for example, based on a new model of settling wind accretion (Shakura et al. 2012) provide modest fields estimates \( \sim 10^{13} \) G (Chashkina & Popov 2012; Popov & Turolla 2012; Postnov et al. 2014). The latter results are in better correspondence with the expected evolution of magnetic fields of NSs, as in modern scenarios initially large fields rapidly decay down to the level typical for normal radio pulsars (Pons, Viganò & Rea 2013; Viganò et al. 2013).

If an accreting NS is a member of a low-mass X-ray binary system (LMXBs), then its age can be very large – up to billions of years. It is hard to imagine that an NS can still have strong magnetic field at such age. On the other hand, when NS has a massive companion (high-mass X-ray binary – HMXB), its age is usually restricted to a few tens of Myr, which is still a large value in comparison with ages of most known isolated magnetars (Turolla, Zane & Watts 2015).

The X-ray pulsar 4U 0114+65 is one of the slowest known HMXBs (Reig et al. 1996). In the recent article by Sanjurjo et al. (2017), the long spin period (9.4 ks) and small emitting area of this sources were explained due to a magnetar-type magnetic field even in the frame of the wind settling accretion. The source is at a significant distance from any star formation region and the Galactic plane which suggests its large kinematic age. The concept of the kinematic age is precious for the studies of the NS properties because it measures the time since the supernova explosion, which imparts the kick velocity to the system. The estimate of the kinematic age is obtained by backward orbit integration. Such estimate should take into account the uncertainties in the proper motion measurements and unknown birth position. To deal with these, we develop the Bayesian approach that allows us to quantify both uncertainties.
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Accreting magnetars have been also proposed to explain properties of ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs, see a review in Kaaret, Feng & Roberts 2017) with NSs. The first of such source has been found by Bachetti et al. (2014), later two other examples were discovered by Israel et al. (2017a,b). To explain both timing and luminosity of such sources, a large dipolar magnetic field is sometimes required, for example, to support the accretion column that allows higher luminosity (see Mushtukov et al. 2015 for such scenario).

Known NS-ULXs belong to the class of HMXBs with Roche lobe overflow (Motch et al. 2014), so it can be expected that compact objects in these systems have ages at least about several Myr (Feng & Kaaret 2008; Grisif et al. 2011; Kaaret et al. 2017). In this note, we discuss parameters of NSs with which it is possible to obtain accreting magnetars in HMXBs in the framework generally consistent with rapid field decay in young magnetars such as soft gamma-ray repeaters and anomalous X-ray pulsars.

According to many calculations (see e.g. Mereghetti, Pons & Melatos 2015, and references therein) at ages around few Myr, the initially strong (∼10^{15} G) dipole magnetic field decays by several orders of magnitude from its initial value. In order to preserve a field ∼10^{14} G up to ages ∼ few Myr, NSs should satisfy a few conditions regarding the magnetic field evolution. These are properties of the Hall cascade in the NS crust and material impurity.

The system is described as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our formalism to describe the magnetic field evolution in the NS and identify the crucial terms responsible for the field evolution during the first 10 Myr. Results of the field evolution calculations are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the Bayesian estimate for the kinematic age and demonstrate that the NS in the accreting magnetar candidate 4U 0114+65 is at least 2 Myr old. In Section 5, we discuss some additional topics related to our study. Finally, in Section 6, we summarise our results. A list of accreting magnetar candidates and the formalism to estimate magnetic field from spin parameters are given in Appendices A and B, correspondingly.

2 MODEL OF MAGNETIC FIELD EVOLUTION

The instantaneous magnetic field \( B(t) \) depends on the initial value \( B_0 \) and follows a complicated evolution. To describe it theoretically, we start with the formula introduced by Aguilera, Pons & Miralles (2008)

\[
B(t) = \frac{B_0 \times \exp(-t/\tau_{\text{Ohm}})}{1 + (\tau_{\text{Ohm}}/\tau_{\text{Hall}})[1 - \exp(-t/\tau_{\text{Ohm}})]}.
\]  

(1)

In this equation, two distinct time-scales are defined. The first one is related to the Ohmic decay (resistivity in the crust), \( \tau_{\text{Ohm}} \), and the second one – to the Hall cascade, \( \tau_{\text{Hall}} \). The Hall evolution is, in principle, non-dissipative, however, it redistributes the magnetic energy from high spatial scale (dipole field) to small scales (multipoles of higher order), which causes the decay of the dipole component and enhances release of magnetic energy. Equation (1) can be modified to include some minimal value of the field, at which the decay is saturated, which is usually attributed to the influence of the core magnetic field. As we are not interested in a long-term evolution (\( \gtrsim 10^8 \) yr), we do not discuss this topic further, and omit possible saturation field. Note, that both time-scale, \( \tau_{\text{Ohm}} \) and \( \tau_{\text{Hall}} \), evolve with time and the latter one depends on the magnetic field value itself. Below we write equations for both time-scales and choose parameters in such a way to reproduce recent detailed simulations of magneto-thermal evolution in the crust.

The time-scale of the Hall evolution is

\[
\tau_{\text{Hall}} = \frac{4\pi n_e L^2}{c B(t)}.
\]  

(2)

with \( n_e \) is local electron density, \( e \) is the elementary charge, \( B \) is local instantaneous magnetic field, \( L \) is the typical spatial scale of electric currents (it can be, for example, the local pressure height scale, see Cumming, Arras & Zweibel 2004) and \( c \) is the speed of light. We can also define the Hall time-scale using its initial value and the instantaneous magnetic field:

\[
\tau_{\text{Hall}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{Hall},0}}{B(t)} \frac{B_0}{B(t)}.
\]  

(3)

Here it is assumed that \( n_e \) and \( L \) are constant.

The Hall cascade can be terminated if so-called Hall attractor stage is reached. This stage was proposed by Gourgouliatos & Cumming (2014a,b) and then confirmed by Wood & Hollerbach (2015). Gourgouliatos & Cumming (2014a) demonstrated that the stage is reached after a few initial Hall time-scales. For an NS with initial field ∼10^{15} G it happens after approximately a few hundred thousand years (up to 1 Myr). In our model, we assume that the Hall attractor stage starts after three initial Hall time-scales are passed. As soon as the attractor is reached \( \tau_{\text{Hall}} \) is set to infinity, and the following field evolution proceeds only via Ohmic processes.

The Ohmic decay proceeds on two time-scales \( \tau_{\text{Ohm}, ph} \) due to electron scattering on phonons, and \( \tau_{\text{Ohm}, Q} \) due to resistivity caused by the crust impurity. The general formula to describe the time-scale of the Ohmic decay is

\[
\tau_{\text{Ohm}} = \frac{4\pi \sigma L^2}{e^2},
\]  

(4)

where \( \sigma \) is the local electric conductivity, which depends on resistivity agent.

The local electric conductivity is computed as

\[
\sigma = \frac{\sigma_0 \sigma_{\text{ph}}}{\sigma_0 + \sigma_{\text{ph}}},
\]  

(5)

Thus, for the time-scales, we can write \( \tau_{\text{Ohm}} = \tau_{\text{Ohm}, ph} + \tau_{\text{Ohm}, Q} \).

The conductivity due to impurities is described as

\[
\sigma_Q = 4.4 \times 10^{25} \text{ s}^{-1} \left( \frac{\rho_{14}}{Q} \right) \left( \frac{Y_e}{0.05} \right)^{1/3} \left( \frac{Z}{30} \right),
\]  

(6)

according to Cumming et al. (2004). In this equation, \( \rho_{14} \) is the density in units 10^{14} g cm^{-3} and \( Y_e \) is the electron fraction in the current layer. The parameter \( Q \) characterizes how ordered the crystalline structure of the crust: \( Q = n_{\text{i},0}^{-1} \Sigma Y_i n_i \cdot (Z^2 - \langle Z \rangle^2) \). Here \( Z \) is ion charge, and \( n \) number density.

A larger value of \( Q \gg 1 \) means that the crust composition is strongly non-homogeneous. The electrons are scattered much more often in this case, which significantly reduces the conductivity. For parameters of interest, we obtain \( \tau_{\text{Ohm}, Q} = 2 \times 10^6 \text{ yr} \cdot Q^{-1} \), and we use this estimate below for different values of \( Q \).

The phonon conductivity is computed as

\[
\sigma_{\text{ph}} = 1.8 \times 10^{25} \text{ s}^{-1} \left( \frac{\rho_{14}}{T_e^{7/6}} \right) \left( \frac{Y_e}{0.05} \right)^{5/3},
\]  

(7)

The value \( T_e \) is the temperature of the crust in units 10^8 K. Our choice of parameters is guided by detailed numerical simulations by Pons et al. (2013). For magnetars, the layer in the crust which controls the long-term field evolution is \( \rho_{14} = 0.8 \). The electron fraction seems to be a factor of 2 larger in Pons et al. (2013) comparatiively to Cumming et al. (2004). The phonon conductivity goes
to infinity when the temperature of the crust drops below $T_U$. In our calculations, we use $T_U = 2.6 \times 10^8$ K.

To calculate $\tau_{\text{ohm,ph}}$, we need to know the temperature in the crust. For NSs at the stage of Hall cascade, we use the following analytical fit for the crustal temperature calculated by Viganò et al. (2013)

$$T = T_i \exp(-t/\tau_i) + T_2 \exp(-t/\tau_2).$$

Parameters $T_1$, $T_2$, $\tau_1$, and $\tau_2$ depend on the initial magnetic field and on the NS mass (massive NSs in which direct Un-recordable cooling agent (URCA) processes are allowed, cool faster). For $B_0 = 10^6$ G, we take $T_i = 7 \times 10^8$ K, $\tau_1 = 150$ yr, $T_2 = 1.5 \times 10^8$ K, $\tau_2 = 2.5 \times 10^6$ yr. For smaller fields, $T_1$ and $\tau_2$ are smaller (i.e. cooling proceeds more rapidly due to smaller energy release due to field decay). For initial fields $\lesssim 10^3$ G additional heating is not important. As soon as the temperature is determined, we calculate the time-scale via $\tau_{\text{ohm,ph}} = 2 \times 10^6$ yr $T_i^{-2}$. Magnetars are known sources of thermal X-ray emission, which is explained by their high surface temperature. The exact mechanism causing this heating is unknown (Beloborodov & Li 2016). One of the possible alternatives is the heating produced by crustal electric current (Viganò et al. 2013), which is especially efficient during the Hall cascade.

When the Hall attractor stage is reached rapid dissipation of the magnetic field energy is over, and the crust quickly relaxes to the stage without additional heating. In this case, we use an analytical approximation for cooling tracks from Shternin et al. (2011):

$$T = b \left( \frac{t}{1 \text{yr}} \right)^a \exp(-t/\tau_c).$$

Parameters are chosen to be: $b = 6.56 \times 10^8$ K, $a = -0.185$ and $\tau_c = 8.58 \times 10^3$ yr. This fits a NS without direct URCA processes in the core.

In equation (1), the instantaneous magnetic field is used in the left- and right-hand side. To express it explicitly, we need to solve a quadratic equation

$$B^2(t) \left( \frac{\tau_{\text{ohm}}}{\tau_{\text{Hall,0}} B_0} \right) \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_{\text{ohm}}} \right) \right] + B(t)$$

$$- B_0 \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_{\text{ohm}}} \right) = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The solution is

$$B(t) = \frac{B_0}{2} \left( -\frac{1}{\gamma(t)} + \frac{1}{\gamma^2(t) + \frac{4\kappa(t)}{\gamma(t)}} \right),$$

written by means of the auxiliary variables:

$$\kappa(t) = \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_{\text{ohm}}} \right),$$

and

$$\gamma(t) = \left( \frac{\tau_{\text{ohm}}}{\tau_{\text{Hall,0}}} \right) \left[ 1 - \kappa(t) \right].$$

The exact algorithm that we use is as follows: first, we check if the Hall attractor is reached i.e. $t > 3\tau_{\text{Hall,0}}$. If it is the case we set $\tau_{\text{Hall}} = \infty$, otherwise we compute the actual Hall time-scale. To avoid an unphysical jump in $B(t)$ at the moment when the Hall attractor starts operating, we substitute new $B_0$ in equation (11), which is equal to the last moment before the turn-off of the attractor. Secondly, we compute the temperature according to equation (8) or equation (9) depending on whether the Hall attractor is reached. If the temperature is larger than $T_U$, we compute $\tau_{\text{ohm,ph}}$. If the $T < T_U$ we set $\tau_{\text{ohm,ph}} = \infty$. Thirdly, we substitute all time-scales into equation (11). The instantaneous magnetic field $B(t)$ is computed then at a time grid.

3 RESULTS OF MAGNETIC FIELD EVOLUTION CALCULATIONS

We made runs for different sets of parameters determining the magnetic field evolution. Here, we present results for our reference model, in which $\tau_{\text{Hall}} = 10^3$ yr $(10^15$ G$/B)$ and $\tau_{\text{ohm,ph}} = 2 \times 10^6$ yr $T_i^{-2}$. In the models with the Hall attractor, we turn it on at $t = 3\tau_{\text{Hall,0}} = 3 \times 10^7$ yr $(10^13$ G$/B_0)$. We perform our simulations for three values of $Q$: 1, 10 and 100 and it is kept constant.

In Fig. 1, we present results for the initial field $B_0 = 10^{15}$ G. These refer to a NS without direct URCA processes in the core.

In addition to three tracks for different $Q$, in Fig. 1, we also plot a curve for the case without the Hall attractor (upward triangles). This line is calculated with $Q = 1$. However, without termination of the Hall cascade even for low $Q$, it is impossible to save large field at ages $\geq 1$ Myr. In this case, thermal evolution always proceeds according to equation (8), i.e. scattering on phonons is active up to several Myr (temperature is above $T_U$).

We expect that NSs in accreting magnetar systems are at least older than 1 Myr. Thus, as it is visible from Fig. 1, in most of the cases the remaining magnetic field is $\lesssim 10^{13}$ G. However, we can construct an evolutionary track for the field that allows values $\sim 10^{14}$ G several Myr after the NS formation. Two main ingredients are: the Hall attractor and low $Q$. In addition, it is necessary that resistivity due to phonons is low (i.e. the crust is colder than $T_U$) during most of the evolution (say, after few hundred thousand years).

This combination of parameters is not the expected one, as typically it is assumed (Pons et al. 2013) that $Q$ is large for magnetars, because currents are situated in deep crustal layers in the zone of nuclear pasta, where impurities are important.

For comparison in Fig. 2, we present magnetic field evolution for $B_0 = 10^{15}$ G. For such large fields results are not very sensitive to the choice of coefficients in equation (8). This is so because for higher field the Hall attractor stage starts very early, and also at early phases of evolution decay is mostly driven by the Hall term. With respect to Fig. 1, curves are shifted not only up, but also to the left.
as the initial evolution proceeds much faster for larger fields due to smaller Hall time-scale. Later evolution, at ages $\geq 100$ kys, is not much changed. Obviously, it is still impossible to explain accreting magnetars without involving the Hall attractor and low values of $Q$ even for very large initial magnetic fields.

To make good estimates of $Q$ or at least to put strict limits on its value, it is necessary to use sources with known ages of NSs. In many cases just very approximate estimates are available from analysis of binary evolution. However, in a few cases it is possible to derive age estimates from kinematics of well-studied binaries in the Galaxy. In the following section, we provide such calculations for the X-ray binary 4U 0114+65.

4 AGE OF 4U 0114+65

The accreting magnetar candidate 4U 0114+65 is an excellent source to place some limits on the inner crust impurity. The magnetic field of this source was recently estimated as $\sim 10^{16}$ G (see the Introduction). Moreover, the source is at substantial offset from any star-forming region, which is most probably caused by a velocity kick imparted to the system during the first supernova explosion. The large OB association CAS OB8 (Alter et al. 1970; Ruprecht, Balazs & White 1982) is 2° away, which is comparable with the distance of 4U 0114+65 from the Galactic plane ($b = +2.5635$). At an angular separation of 1°, an old stellar cluster Pfleiderer 1 with the age 1 Gyr can be found (Kharchenko et al. 2012, 2013; Schmeja et al. 2014a). Clusters of such age are not associated with OB stars. The source is at $\alpha = 01^h18^m02.6974$ $\delta = +6^\circ17'29''830$ and has effectively an upper limit on parallax $\sigma_P = 0.11$ mas set by Gaia with its accuracy 0.23 mas in the first data release (Lindegren et al. 2016). The parallax indicates a distance larger than 4 kpc, which is in agreement with photometric distance $7 \pm 3.6$ (Reig et al. 1996) based on the apparent magnitude $m_v = 11.14$.

The measured quantities are written with prime here.

$E(B - V) = 1.24$ and spectral type of the companion B1Ia. According to the recent three-dimensional map of the Milky Way dust (Green et al. 2015) the measured reddening of $E(B - V) = 1.24$ corresponds to distances in range 3.8–6.0 kpc in the direction to 4U 0114+65.

The system 4U 0114+65 has measured proper motion $\mu_{\alpha*} = -1.4 \pm 1.72$ mas yr$^{-1}$, $\mu_{\delta*} = 3.17 \pm 1.56$ mas yr$^{-1}$ (van Leeuwen 2007) and the radial velocity $v_r = -57 \pm 2$ km s$^{-1}$ (Crampton, Hutchings & Cowley 1985; Pourbaix et al. 2004, the observational uncertainty is made larger to take both fits into account). Such proper motion in combination with the angular separation of 2° easily gives the kinematic age of the order of 2 Myr, irrespective of the source distance.

To better understand the possible origin of the source and its kinematic age, we plot the direction to 4U 0114+65 on top of the four spiral arms based on Wainscoat et al. (1992) and Georgelin & Georgelin (1976), see Fig. 3. Given its distance, the system is most probably originated in the Norma spiral arm. It allows us to get some estimate of the system age. Two approaches are described in the following sections: (1) the classical backward orbit integration for a number of distances; (2) the Bayesian approach.

4.1 Backward orbit integration

The kinematic age of a system is usually considered as a time which is required for the system to travel from its birth position (often assumed as the Galactic plane $z = 0$) until its recent location, see e.g. Noutsos et al. (2013). This approach is justified because majority of B stars are born in a very thin layer close to the Galactic plane (scale height $45$ pc according to Reed 2000). It is quite common that some estimate of the object distance is available, but the radial velocity is missing. In our case the distance is unknown, but the radial velocity is perfectly constrained. This is the reason to start the backward orbit integration from different positions along the line of sight from 4 kpc with 1 kpc spacing between separate initial conditions.

The equatorial coordinates, distance, proper motion and the radial velocity uniquely constrain the initial conditions for the orbit integration. The integration is performed by means of the GALPY python

---

1 The measured quantities are written with prime here.

---

Figure 2. Magnetic field decay for several sets of parameters and estimates for known sources. Initial field $B_0 = 10^{16}$ G. Filled circles, empty squares and filled diamonds corresponds to the standard case with Hall attractor (since $t = 3\tau_{\text{Hall}}$) and different values of $Q$ (see the legend). Dot-dot-dashed horizontal line corresponds to the magnetic field estimate for the ULX M82 X-2 from Mushotkov et al. (2015): $B = 8 \times 10^{13}$ G. Horizontal grey box corresponds to the field estimate for the NS in 4U 0114+65 by Sanjurjo et al. (2017): $B \sim (3-10) \times 10^{13}$ G. Vertical grey box shows credential interval that contains 95 per cent probability for the age of the NS in this source: 2.4–5 Myr (this work).

Figure 3. The Galactic spiral pattern and the direction towards 4U 0114+65 (dashed line). Dots show possible birth positions of the source obtained by back integration in time of its current location, proper motion and radial velocity for different assumed distances $D$ in the range from 4 until 10 kpc from the observer with step 1 kpc.
package (Bovy 2015)\(^2\) using the second gravitational potential from the paper by Irrogan et al. (2013). The conversion to units\(^3\) used in the GALPY is done assuming the Solar distance \(R_\odot = 8.5 \) kpc and the Solar velocity \(v_\odot = 220 \) km s\(^{-1}\). The orbit is integrated backward in time from the current position of the binary until a moment when it crosses the Galactic plane (\(|z| < 10 \) pc which gives the most probable age), an age when it approaches the height \(z = 100 \) pc is also reported (two times of the scale height from Reed 2000 which gives a lower limit on the age). The orbit intersections with the Galactic plane for different distances are shown with dots in Fig. 3. The Norma spiral arm seems to be the most prominent formation region (see also Reig et al. 1996).

For the whole range of distances the age estimate is exactly the same and it is equal to 3.48 Myr. It happens because the intersection time is defined by relation between \(z \) and \(v_r\) and the contribution of the radial velocity is constant which makes both \(z \) and \(v_r\) linearly depending on distance. The intersection with \(z = 100 \) pc leads to a lower limit for the age ranging from 1.97 Myr for smaller distances up to 2.72 Myr for larger distances. The age depends on distance in this case because characteristic height \(z = 100 \) pc has different angular size at different distances from us.

The distance from the Galactic centre \(R_0 = 13.8 \) kpc and azimuth \(\phi = 21:30\) is close to the Norma spiral arm (the GALPY uses the left-handed frame for the orbit integration). The position and velocity found in the backward integration is used then in the next subsection as the first guess for the Markov Chain Monte Carlo process.

### 4.2 The bayesian age estimate

The proper motion of the system 4U 0114+65 is measured with a significant uncertainty that leads to a large family of possible orbits. We introduce here the Bayesian approach for the kinematic age estimate. We start from the conditional probability to obtain measurements, given the actual values for the birth position \(R_0 = \{R_0, \phi_0, z_0\}\) (radial distance \(R_0\), azimuth \(\phi_0\) and height above the galactic plane \(z_0\)), and three dimensional velocity \(v_0 = \{v_{r,0}, v_{\alpha,0}, v_{\delta,0}\}\) (radial \(v_{r,0}\), transversal \(v_{\alpha,0}\) and vertical \(v_{\delta,0}\)) as well as the system age \(t\) since the moment of the first supernova explosion. The conditional probability is

\[
p(\mu_{\alpha,0}, \mu_{\delta,0}, v_r, v_\alpha, v_\delta | R_0, v_0, t) \propto \exp(\frac{(v_r - v_{r,0} \exp((\phi_0 - \phi_1)/\kappa))}{2\sigma_r^2}) 
\times \exp(-z/\sigma_z).
\]

The prior for the birth kick velocity is a simple isotropic Maxwellian with reduced \(\sigma = 150 \) km s\(^{-1}\) to take into account that binaries can be disrupted and the natal kick velocity of the NS is not the systemic velocity of the binary, see, for example, Repetto, Igoshev & Nelemans (2017).

Since we are interested only in the kinematic age, all spatial and dynamical variables are integrated out

\[
P(t) \propto \int \cdots \int P(R_0, v_0, t | \mu_{\alpha,0}, \mu_{\delta,0}, v_r, v_\alpha, v_\delta) \, d\mu_{\alpha,0} \, d\mu_{\delta,0} \, dv_r \, dv_\alpha \, dv_\delta.
\]

The simplest way to implement this multidimensional integral is to use the Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler. The simulations are performed for 48 ‘walkers’ (independent Markov chains), and 4000 is the number of iterations with the first 1000 iterations excluded to allow the process to converge to the stationary distribution. For this process the maximum radial distance was set to 15 kpc and maximum velocity to 300 km s\(^{-1}\) in each direction. To quantify the posterior distribution the 95 per cent credential interval is computed for samples. Analytically this interval is described as

\[
\int_a^b P(t) \, dt = 0.95,
\]

where \(a\) and \(b\) are the boundaries of the interval. The creden-
tial interval ranges from 2.39 to 4.96 Myr. The posterior peaks at 3.90 Myr. A use of the velocity prior in form of Maxwellian with \(\sigma = 250 \) km s\(^{-1}\) (typical for isolated NSs) extends the credential interval by \(\approx 0.5\) Myr at both sides: 1.92–5.65 Myr with peak at 4.0 Myr.

We conclude this section with the statement that taking into account the age estimates presented above, properties of 4U 0114+65 as an accreting magnetar candidate can be explained with initial fields \(\sim 10^{15}–10^{16} \) G and \(Q \sim 1–5\), see Fig. 2.

## 5 DISCUSSION

Accreting magnetars remain hypothetical sources, i.e. estimates of magnetic field of NSs in candidate systems are not certain. Still, several authors discussed the origin and evolution of such binaries. Above we focused on the magnetic field evolution to study under which conditions the field can remain high enough for a long time. For the first time we tried to model NS magnetic field evolution for accreting magnetars in the framework used for studies of standard
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isolated magnetars. In our analysis, we did not include possible influence of accretion on the field decay. If this effect is taken into account (see, for example, Pan et al. 2016), then the field might be even lower than in our estimates. That is smaller values of $Q$ might be appropriated to fit properties of the systems discussed in this paper. However, NSs in HMXBs are relatively young, and if we are not dealing with ULXs, then the amount of accreted matter is not that high ($\lesssim$ few $\times$ 0.001 $M_\odot$) to result in significant additional field decay.

In our calculations, we assumed the Hall attractor stage starts at $t = 3_{\tau_{\text{Hall}}}$. According to Gourgouliatos & Cumming (2014a) and Wood & Hollerbach (2015), the onset of this stage is not so certain. It can start later. In this case, we present conservative estimates, i.e. for later Hall attractor initiation the magnetic field might decay more (see Fig. 1 for the case of without the Hall attractor). Thus, it is necessary to use even smaller $Q$ to explain accreting magnetars with ages from few Myr up to few tens of Myr.

Shao & Li (2015) studied possible evolutionary channels to explain ULXs with NSs. According to this study typical ages of NSs at the time when the Roche lobe overflow is initiated are about several tens of Myr. Fragos et al. (2015) came to similar conclusions. The system M82 X-2, according to these authors, is most probably $\lesssim$65 Myr old, and the NS progenitor had a mass 8–25 $M_\odot$; thus the NS might have an age $\gtrsim$ few tens of Myr. From Fig. 2, it is visible that with $Q = 1$ we can explain the field estimate for the source M82 X-2 made by Mushtukov et al. (2015) just for age $\lesssim 10^7$ yr even with $B_0 = 10^{10}$ G. For larger ages it is necessary to use lower values of $Q$, which can be applicable to normal radio pulsars, but is not considered to be typical for magnetars. Better (and more numerous) estimates of ages of NSs in accreting magnetar candidate systems might help to improve our understanding of their magnetic fields evolution.

6 SUMMARY

Accreting magnetars have been proposed as a class by Reig et al. (2012), and later on ULXs with NSs were suggested an possible members of this group (Eksi et al. 2015). Despite the fact that evidence in favour of their existence is up to date just indirect, such systems might be formed if a NS remains highly magnetized after tens of Myr of evolution. It is possible to find a set of parameters which allows this.

To better constrain the NS parameters responsible for the field evolution, it is necessary to have better estimates of ages for accreting magnetar candidates. We suggest a new Bayesian estimate of the kinematic ages. Applying this estimate to the accreting magnetar candidate 4U 0114+65 with realistic priors, we find that its kinematic age is 2.4–5.0 Myr (95 percent credential interval).

We conclude, that to form an accreting magnetar with an age $\gtrsim$ few Myr, it is necessary to include three main ingredients: the Hall attractor, absence of scattering on phonons after few hundred thousand years and low ($\lesssim$ few) value of parameter $Q$ that characterizes the role of impurities.
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APPENDIX A: PROPOSED ACCRETING MAGNETARS

Below we list some of proposed accreting magnetar candidates:

(i) ULX: NuSTAR J095551+6940.8 (M82 X–2) (Ekşi et al. 2015)
(ii) ULX: NGC 5907 (Israel et al. 2017a)
(iii) ULX: NGC 7793 P13 (Israel et al. 2017b)
(iv) 4U 0114+65 (Sanjuro et al. 2017)
(v) 4U 2206+54 (Ikhsanov & Beskrovnaya 2010)
(vi) SXP1062 (Fu & Li 2012)
(vii) Swift J045106.8−694803 (Klus et al. 2013)

Also a large list of possible candidates can be found in Klus et al. (2014); Ho et al. (2014) (see also Shi et al. 2015). These candidates are selected on the base of timing properties of X-ray pulsars.

Individual estimates of magnetic field can be very different for a given source as several models (and considerations) can be applied. For example, in the case of M82 X-2, which is the most famous source in the list, estimates range from standard fields $\sim 10^{12}$ G (Christodoulou, Kazanas & Laycock 2016) up to $\sim 10^{14}$ G (Tsygankov et al. 2016), including the case of normal dipole ($\sim 10^{12}$ G) but strong multipole fields ($\sim 10^{13}$ G) (Tong 2015).

For several other sources (for example, IGR J 16358−4726 and 4U 1954+319, see Enoto et al. 2014), it was noted that based on the model of standard disc accretion (Ghosh & Lamb 1979), NSs in these systems might have magnetar-scale dipolar fields. However, more detailed analysis usually demonstrate that sources can be explained with a different model of accretion, in which there is no necessity of strong magnetic field. Thus, independent measurement of magnetic fields in such sources is of interest for accretion physics.

APPENDIX B: MAGNETIC FIELD ESTIMATES BASED ON TIMING PROPERTIES

Here, we briefly remind basics of magnetic field estimates from data on spin period, $p$, and period derivative, $\dot{p}$. We basically follow Chashkina & Popov (2012).

Magnetic field can be estimated either under so-called hypothesis of equilibrium period, or from period variations (spin-up or spin-down) for a specified model of accretion.

Assuming that the spin period of a NS is equal to its equilibrium period, the magnetic field $B$ for disc accretion can be estimated as follows:

$$B = 2^{-1/4} \pi^{-7/6} k_1^{-7/12} \epsilon^{-7/24} p^{7/12} M^{1/2} (GM)^{5/6} R^{-3}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B1)

Here $M$ is the accretion rate, $M$ and $R$ are the NS mass and radius and $k_1$ and $\epsilon$ are coefficients of order unity (often used values are $\epsilon = 0.45, k_1 = 1/3$).

For wind accretion

$$B = 2 \sqrt{\frac{2 \pi}{k^2 M^2 R}} p_{\text{orb}}^{-1/2} v^{-2} (GM)^{3/2} M^{1/2} R^{-3}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B2)

Here $p_{\text{orb}}$ is the orbital period of a binary, $v$ is the stellar wind velocity and $\epsilon$ is a coefficient of order unity (often it is assumed $\epsilon = 1/4$).

In the model of settling accretion from stellar wind developed recently by Shakura et al. (2012) a different equation is valid:

$$B = 0.24 \times 10^{12} G \eta_s \left( \frac{P_{100}}{P_{\text{orb}}} \right)^{11/12} \times M_{16}^{1/3} \left( \frac{v}{10^8 \text{cm s}^{-1}} \right)^{-11/3},$$  \hspace{1cm} (B3)

where $\eta_s$ is a coefficient of order unity. This model is valid for relatively low luminosities, and it was successfully applied to many systems (see, for example, Postnov et al. 2014; Sanjurjo et al. 2017, and references therein).

A NS star can be out of spin-equilibrium if it is rapidly spinning up or down. In this case, it is possible to neglect either spin-up or spin-down torque. This allows us to estimate the magnetic field. For example, for disc accretion using the observed values of the maximum spin-up rate, the magnetic field of NS can be estimated as follows:

$$B = 2^{7/4} \pi^{-7/4} \epsilon^{-7/4} R^3 p^{7/4} M^{1/2} (GM)^{3/4},$$  \hspace{1cm} (B4)

where $I$ is the moment of inertia of a NS.

In the case of the maximum spin-down rate the magnetic field of a NS can be estimated as follows:

$$B = 2 \sqrt{\frac{1}{R^3}} \left( \frac{I p GM}{2 \pi k_1} \right)^{1/2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B5)

This estimate should be normally considered as a lower limit, since we cannot be sure that no accelerating torque exists at that moment.

Note, that there are many more equations to estimate magnetic field under the hypothesis of spin equilibrium or without it. Description of some of them can be found in Shi et al. (2015).
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